Introduction
Saddle point problems arise frequently in many applications in science and engineering, including constrained optimization , mixed finite element formulations of partial differential equations, circuit analysis , and so forth. Indeed the formulation of most problems with constraints gives rise to saddle point systems. This paper provides a concise overview of iterative approaches for the solution of such systems which are of particular importance in the context of large scale computation. In particular we describe some of the most useful preconditioning techniques for Krylov subspace solvers applied to saddle point problems, including block and constraint preconditioners.
Many applied problems can be stated in the form of constrained minimization problems. Frequently, such problems are infinite-dimensional and highly nonlinear. Discretization results in finite-dimensional problems of large size. These problems are usually replaced by a sequence of quadratic minimization problems subject to linear equality constraints:
subject to Bu g
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of the Lagrangian function
Large linear systems in saddle point form also arise from inherently discrete physical models, such as mechanical structures [41] and RCL circuits [17] . More generally, we consider linear systems of the form
with A and B as before and C ¡ m ¢ m symmetric and positive semidefinite. Systems of the form (4) with a nonzero (2,2) block arise, for instance, in the context of interior point methods for constrained optimization [32] . Other examples are provided by mixed finite elements for incompressible flow problems, when some form of pressure stabilization is included in the discretization [13] , and by the modeling of slightly compressible materials in linear elasticity theory [7] .
Typically, A is large and sparse and (4) must be solved iteratively, usually by means of Krylov subspace algorithms [42] . Unfortunately, Krylov methods tend to converge very slowly when applied to saddle point systems, and good preconditioners are needed to achieve rapid convergence. In the last few years, much work has been devoted to developing effective preconditioners for saddle point systems. The goal of this paper is to provide a concise overview of such techniques. Due to space limitations, we focus mainly on three widely applicable classes of preconditioning techniques: block diagonal (or triangular) preconditioners, constraint preconditioners, and HSS preconditioning. For a more extensive survey of these and other techniques, see [3] . See further [13] for a thorough discussion of saddle point problems arising in fluid dynamics.
Properties of saddle point systems
If A is nonsingular, the saddle point matrix A admits the following block triangular factorization:
where
is the Schur complement of A in A . Several important properties of the saddle point matrix A can be derived on the basis of (5). To begin with, it is clear that A is nonsingular if and only if S is. Furthermore, since (5) defines a congruence transformation, we see that A is indefinite with n positive and m negative eigenvalues if A is symmetric positive definite (SPD).
There are some important applications in which A is symmetric positive semidefinite and singular, in which case there is no block factorization of the form (5). If C O and B has full rank, then A is invertible if and only if the null spaces of A
. In this case A is, again, indefinite with n positive and m negative eigenvalues. In some important applications A is SPD and B is rank deficient and the linear system (4) is singular but consistent. Generally speaking, the singularity of A does not cause any serious problem for iterative solvers; see [13, Section 5.3 ] for a discussion.
It is interesting to note that the simple stratagem of changing the sign of the last m equations in (4) leads to a linear system with completely different spectral properties. Indeed, assuming that A is SPD and C is symmetric positive semidefinite, it is easy to see that the (nonsymmetric) coefficient matrix
is positive definite, in the sense that its spectrum is contained in the right half-plane
A is a stable matrix, an important property in circuit modeling; see [17, Section 4.3] . Furthermore, when certain (reasonable) conditions on A, B and C are met, it can be shown that A is diagonalizable and has all the eigenvalues real and positive. In other words, there exists a nonstandard inner product on n¦ m relative to which A is SPD; see [5] for details.
Regardless of the formulation of the saddle point system (symmetric indefinite or nonsymmetric positive definite), the convergence of Krylov subspace methods is almost always extremely slow unless a good preconditioner is available.
Preconditioned Krylov subspace methods
The well-known Conjugate Gradient method [25] which is widely used for the iterative solution of symmetric definite matrix systems is not in general robust for indefinite matrix systems. The main iterative approaches for indefinite matrix systems are the MINRES and SYMMLQ algorithms [31] which are based on the Lanczos procedure [28] . These algorithms (see [14] for a comprehensive and accessible description) require any preconditioner to be symmetric and positive definite. An alternative, which allows the use of symmetric and indefinite preconditioning (but has less clear theoretical convergence properties) is the Symmetric QMR (SQMR) method [19] . Even for indefinite problems, however, Conjugate Gradient methods can be employed with specific types of preconditioner: see the section on Constraint Preconditioning below.
The important feature of all of these methods is that at each iteration only one matrix times vector multiplication and a small number of vector operations (dot products and vector updates) are required. For sparse or structured matrices, the matrix times vector product may be efficiently computed and so the main issue concerning the overall computational work in the iterative solution of a linear system with such methods is the number of iterations it takes for convergence to an acceptable accuracy. Preconditioning is usually vital to ensure that this number is kept acceptably small. Methods which guarantee some monotonic reduction in a relevant quantity at each iteration are favoured in a number of situations: the MINRES method has such a property and so is sometimes regarded as the method of choice, however the SYMMLQ method has a related 'Petrov-Galerkin' property and is favoured for reasons of numerical stability when many iterations are required (see [40] ).
For a generic linear system
where A is symmetric (and either indefinite or definite), the MINRES method computes a sequence of iterates
The iterates themselves belong to the Krylov subspace
where x 0 is the initial iterate (the initial 'guess') and r 0 the corresponding residual. This minimization property leads immediately to a description of the convergence properties of the MINRES method: since any vector, s say, in the space (8) 
Now the diagonalization of the symmetric matrix A as A XΛX T where Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and the matrix X is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors ensures that
because the Euclidean norm is invariant under orthogonal transformations. Further,
Here, Π k is the set of (real) polynomials of degree k and σ ¡ A ¢ is the set of eigenvalues of A . Thus for a real symmetric matrix, convergence depends only on its eigenvalues: if there are only a few distinct eigenvalues or they are sufficiently clustered away from the origin then there are polynomials of low degree which will be small at the eigenvalues. At each additional iteration the degree increases by one and so reasonable accuracy is quickly achieved in such cases. Various constructions based on the Chebyshev polynomials can give more explicit convergence bounds, but these are somewhat less straightforward to write down for indefinite rather than definite symmetric matrices (see for example [23] or [13] ).
Preconditioning correponds to the application of a matrix (or linear operator), P to the original linear system to yield a different linear system for which convergence of the iterative method will be significantly faster. In most situations P must be constructed so that it is easy/fast to solve linear systems of the form P z r for z when r is given. Conceptually one can think of preconditioned iteration as applying the original iteration to
however it would in almost all cases be a really bad move to create such a nonsymmetric linear system when A is originally symmetric: the iterative solution of nonsymmetric linear systems is much less reliable and/or more expensive in general and most practitioners would believe that preserving symmetry is really valuable. For MINRES, a symmetric and positive definite preconditioner P must be employed so that we can write P L L T for some matrix L (eg. either the Cholesky factor or the matrix square root). We emphasize that this is only a mathematical artifact used to derive the method: no such factorization is required in practice-though of course such a factorization could be used if it were available. Where the preconditioner is not provided in factored form, the preconditioned MINRES method as given for example in [13, page 289 ] is used. In this way the MINRES iteration is effectively applied to the symmetric system
and convergence will depend on the eigenvalues of the symmetric and indefinite matrix L
it is clear that the important eigenvalues are those of the matrix P 1 A , hence the convergence of the preconditioned MINRES iteration is described via (12) with the eigenvalue spectrum σ
For SYMMLQ, there are similar considerations and good preconditioners should satisfy similar criteria. SQMR would generally only be used with a symmetric and indefinite preconditioner and there are no estimates of convergence in this case, though practical experience in a number of application areas indicates that SQMR convergence can be very good with a suitable indefinite preconditioner (see [18] ).
In the next sections we discuss a number of possible approaches to preconditioning indefinite symmetric matices of saddle point type.
Block preconditioners
Block preconditioners are based more or less explicitly on the block factorization (5). The performance of such preconditioners depends on whether fast, approximate solvers for linear systems involving A and the Schur complement S are available [34] .
Assuming that A and ¥ S C ¡ BA 1 B T are both SPD, the essentially ideal block diagonal preconditioner (as we shall see below) is
The matrix M is nonsingular by assumption, is symmetrizable as described above and, as pointed out for example in [30] , it satisfies
It follows that M is diagonalizable and has only three distinct eigenvalues, namely 1£
, and
3, which means that MINRES applied to the preconditioned system with preconditioner P d will terminate after at most three steps. Similarly, the essentially ideal block triangular preconditioner is
Choosing the minus sign in (18) results in a diagonalizable preconditioned matrix with only two distinct eigenvalues equal to 1. Choosing the plus sign yields a preconditioned matrix with all the eigenvalues equal to 1; this matrix is nondiagonalizable, but has minimum polynomial of degree two. For either choice of the sign in (18), the non-symmetric iterative solver GMRES [37] is guaranteed to converge in at most two steps in exact arithmetic. Obviously, the ideal preconditioners P d and P t are not practical, since the exact Schur complement S is generally a dense matrix and is not available. In practice, A and S are replaced by some approximations, A ¡ A and S ¡ S. If these approximations are chosen appropriately, the preconditioned matrices have most of their eigenvalues clustered around the eigenvalues of the ideally preconditioned matrices P 1 d A and P 1 t A . Clearly, the choice of the approximations A and S is highly problem-dependent. Frequently A and S are not explicitly available matrices; rather, a prescription for computing the action of A 1 and S 1 on given vectors is given. For example, in mixed finite element formulations for incompressible flow problems the block A represents a discretization of a second-order elliptic operator, and the action of A 1 on a vector can be computed by performing a small fixed number of iterations of some multigrid scheme. A varying number of iterations here would give a varying preconditioner for which a flexible outer iterative methods such as FGM-RES [35] would be needed. The construction of good approximations S to the Schur complement S is generally less straightforward and is highly problem-dependent; see [13, 38] for a detailed treatment in the case of incompressible flow problems.
Application of these techniques to more general saddle point problems arising in constrained optimization is more problematic. In particular, in the absence of wellunderstood elliptic operators it is unclear how to construct suitable approximations A 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of a possible connection between block preconditioners based on approximate Schur complements and model order In practice, n can be in the millions while m is of the order of a few hundreds or smaller. The goal of model order reduction is to find m m approximations to the transfer function (19) of the form
The approximate Schur complement could be used in turn to construct a block diagonal or block triangular preconditioner.
Augmented Lagrangian formulations
The assumption that A is nonsingular may be too restrictive, and indeed A is singular in many applications. However, it is often possible to use augmented Lagrangian techniques [6, 15, 16] to replace the original saddle point system with an equivalent one having the same solution but in which the ¡ 1£ 1 ¢ block A is now nonsingular. Thus, block diagonal and block triangular preconditioners based on appproximate Schur complement techniques may still be applicable. The augmented Lagrangian idea can also be useful in cases where the ¡ 1£ 1 ¢ block is highly ill-conditioned and in order to trasform the original saddle point system into one that is easier to precondition.
The idea is to replace the original saddle point system (3) with the equivalent one
The m m matrix W , to be suitably determined, is symmetric positive semidefinite. The simplest choice is to take W γI m (γ £ 0). In this case the (21) is nonsingular, and indeed positive definite, provided that A is positive definite on the null space of B. The goal is to choose W so that system (21) is easier to solve than the original one, particularly when using iterative methods. The choice of W is highly problem-dependent; see, e.g., [4, 20] Augmented Lagrangian techniques have been in use for many years in constrained optimization problems. Recent work indicates that the augmented Lagrangian approach may lead to powerful preconditioners for challenging problems in computational fluid mechanics and computational electromagnetics; see in particular [4] and [24] .
Constraint preconditioning
The second main type of preconditioner for saddle point problems are of the general form
where H ¡ n ¢ n ( [27, 29] ). Since such an indefinite preconditioning matrix is itself a saddle point matrix which corresponds to a different quadratic energy but the same constraints as the original problem, it is called a 'constraint preconditioner'.
It is not evident that it is any easier to solve systems with this form of preconditioner than with the original matrix A in (3); since one such solution is required at each iteration this is a real issue. We will come back to this below, but firstly indicate what is known about the effect on iterative convergence of the use of preconditioners of the form (22) .
The first point to notice is that the use of an indefinite preconditioner precludes the simple use of MINRES which requires a definite preconditioner. However a key observation is that by using the same constraint blocks in the preconditioner, the Hestenes-Stiefel Conjugate Gradient algorithm can be used: this is because solution of (3) with a preconditioner of the form (22) is equivalent to the solution of the positive definite symmetric system which would be derived by explicit elimination of the constraints with a positive definite symmetric preconditioner derived by direct elimination of these same constraints ( [21] ). This is a very attractive property since the Conjugate Gradient method is well known to be a very effective method with appropriate preconditioning for symmetric and positive definite systems. We emphasize that a constraint preconditioner is required here-for example it is clear that if no preconditioning were employed then Conjugate Gradients would not be a robust method for the indefinite saddle point system. Another consequence is that iterates for the primal variable u only are computed, so that the stopping criteria must reflect this. The Lagrange multipliers can be recovered if desired.
Thus the use of a constraint preconditioner with CG ensures (in exact arithmetic) that all of the iterates satisfy the constraints-only by employing a constraint preconditioner is this guarenteed. This appears to be a very desirable property in the context of Optimization when linear system solves are usually an inner part of an outer iterative optimization algorithm.
Given the equivalence to a symmetric positive definite problem, one might anticipate some special structure in the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix
what is perhaps not expected is that this matrix should generically be nondiagonalizable! As shown in [27] this is always the case, but this is only due to a high multiplicity eigenvalue at 1: this eigenvalue has algebraic multiplicity 2m but only m independent eigenvectors. In the language of canonical forms, the Jordan form of this matrix has m 2 2 diagonal blocks. This means that P 1 A ¥ I has only an m¥ dimensional kernel, but
has the full 2m¥ dimensional kernel corresponding the the eigenvalue at 1. This is highly attractive from the standpoint of Krylov subspace iteration since only two iterations will eliminate the error in a 2m¥ dimensional subspace.
The outcome is that iterative convergence depends on how well H approximates A in an n ¥ m-dimensional subspace with only an additional two iterations required for the eigenvalue at 1.
Returning to the solution of systems with a constraint preconditioner, there are special situations where specific orthogonality properties enable easy solution: see for example [33] . A general approach, however, involves not preselecting the block H, but rather choosing it in an implicit fashion. One key approach is that based on Schilders' Factorization (see [9, 10, 12] ); the idea is as follows. The factorization
is exact for 
but more importantly in our context, any choice of D 1 , L 1 and E and any nonsingular choice of D 2 , L 2 gives rise to a matrix of the form (22), i.e., gives rise to a constraint preconditioner in a reordered block triangular factored form. In this way by making choices for the blocks D i , L i and E in the factors in (23) a constraint preconditioner with an implicitly defined
block H is obtained in a form in which solutions to preconditioner systems can easily be computed. The simplest choice would be
It can be seen that it is always necessary to be able to compute the action of B computer (floating point) operations to achieve this, but sparsity will reduce this estimate considerably-and then the exact choice of which columns of B to reorder into B 1 also is likely to have an effect. There have been particular choices suggested for the special but important case of saddle point systems arising from interior point Optimization algorithms where large penalty parameters arise at least as convergence is approached (see [8] ).
We comment that constraint preconditioners and Schilders-like factorisations for regularized saddle point systems of the form
where C is symmetric and positive semi-definite have also been described (see [10, 11] ).
Other techniques
Most preconditioning techniques that have been proposed in the literature on saddle point problems can be reduced to one of the main classes of methods described in the three sections above. For instance, the classical Uzawa method can be shown to be a special type of block triangular preconditioner. Similarly, preconditioning methods based on null-space (or dual variable) formulations, see for example [1] , are closely related to constraint preconditioning. An exception is represented by the HSS preconditioner described in [2] and further analyzed in [39] . This preconditioner is based on the nonsymmetric formulation
Here we assume that A and C are symmetric positive semidefinite. We have the following splitting of A into its symmetric and skew-symmetric parts:
Note that H , the symmetric part of A , is symmetric positive semidefinite since both A and C are. Let α £ 0 be a parameter. Similar in spirit to the classical ADI (Alternating-Direction Implicit) method, we consider the following two splittings of A :
Here I denotes the identity matrix of order n ¡ m. The stationary HSS iteration is then
where the matrix P is given by
Assuming that A is SPD and B has full rank, it has been shown in [2] that the iterative process (28) is convergent to the unique solution of (26) for all α £ 0. However, the rate of convergence of the HSS iteration is rather slow, even with the "optimal" choice of α. For these reasons it was proposed in [2] that GMRES or other Krylov subspace methods should be used to accelerate the convergence of the HSS method. In other words, the HSS method is best used as a preconditioner for (say) GMRES rather than as a stationary iterative method. Note that as a preconditioner we can use
instead of the expression given in (28) , since the factor 1 2α has no effect on the preconditioned system. The spectral analysis of HSS preconditioning for general saddle point problems can be found in [39] and [5] . The analysis shows that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix are all real and positive for all α (29) This can be accomplished by first eliminating u k¦ 1 from the second equation using the first one (Schur complement reduction), leading to a smaller (order m) linear system of the form
This is a linear system with an SPD coefficient matrix which can be approximately solved by, e.g., a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method. In this case, it is necessary to use a flexible Krylov subspace method, such as FGMRES, for the outer iteration; see [36] .
Numerical examples
We firstly present an example of block diagonal preconditioning for a problem in incompressible fluid mechanics. The underlying problem is the Stokes problem which is the particular case σ 0 of the generalized Stokes problem:
Here u is the velocity and p the pressure (the Lagrange multiplier in this application).
is the domain of the partial differential equation with boundary ∂Ω on which we have assumed simple Dirichlet conditions. The parameter ν is the kinematic viscosity which is taken to have the value one for the classical Stokes problem. See [13] for details.
This first example is computed with a common mixed finite element formulation: the block preconditioner combines a single simple multigrid V-cycle approximation of A and a diagonal matrix to approximate S and is run using the freely available IFISS software ( [26] ). We include iteration counts (which are seen to be essentially constant-indeed to reduce slightly-over a range of increasing problem dimension) and cpu times on the same workstation. Timings for a direct solution are given for comparison.
We can notice from Table 1 that for the largest-dimensional problem memory becomes an issue: the sparse direct method runs out of memory completely and fails for this problem and the timing for the iterative method is much greater than expected presumably because of slower memory access times for the more remote levels of cache which are needed for this problem. To give an example of constraint preconditioning, we turn to problems from Optimization, specifically to a family of test problems from the CUTEr test set ( [22] ). We present results only for the simplest Schilders' factorization (24) for three of the family of CVXQP1 test problems. As indicated in the section above, Conjugate Gradient iteration is applicable with constraint preconditioning and this is applied here. The number of Conjugate Gradient iterations to achieve a 10 6 reduction in the preconditioned residual (defined only on the n¥ dimensional space of the primal variable u as described above) are given in Table 2 . Note that the three problems are different: the comparison here is for the same relative reduction which gives the decreasing iteration counts indicated. For these problems, the iteration counts would be more similar for an absolute residual tolerance. Our final numerical example demonstrates the performance of the HSS preconditioner on the generalized Stokes problem.
In Table 3 we report the numerical results for Flexible GMRES with inexact HSS preconditioning applied to a set of generalized Stokes problems. The discrete saddle point problems were generated in this case by the Marker-and-Cell (MAC) finite difference discretization on a 40 40 Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed on the velocities. Here Ω 0£ 1¢ 0£ 1¢ 0£ 1¢ ; the discrete problem has over 250,000 unknowns. The parameter α was set to 0 5, and a zero initial guess was used. The outer iteration was stopped when a reduction of the initial residual by six orders of magnitude was reached. For the inexact inner solves we used Conjugate Gradients with incomplete Cholesky preconditioning; the inner iterations were stopped as soon as a reduction of the initial residual by one order of magnitude was attained. This only required 1-2 PCG iterations per inner linear solve. The iteration counts, which can be shown to be largely independent of the grid size, improve for increasing σ and decreasing ν. In Table 4 we show timings (in seconds) for an unsteady Stokes problem with ν 0 001 for different grids. Denoted by h the grid size, we let σ h 1 . We use HSS preconditioning with α 0 5. We also report the dimensions n and m and the total number of FGMRES iterations. The test runs were done on one processor of a SunFire V880 workstation with 8 CPUs and 16 GB of memory. 
Conclusions
Saddle point problems arise naturally in many large scale computations, particularly in the solution of PDEs by mixed finite elements, interior point methods for constrained optimization, weighted least squares, and so forth. The last decade has seen considerable progress in the development of iterative solvers and preconditioners for this class of problems. In this paper we have given a concise overview of some of the most promising preconditioning techniques for linear systems in saddle point form, in particular block and constraint preconditioning. We have also pointed out a possible connection between preconditioners based on approximate Schur complements and the approximation of matrix-valued transfer functions, an essential component of model order reduction for time-invariant linear dynamical systems.
